ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The cycles Morning Commute, Iconic Waltzes, The Lake, Sonnet Study,
and Circle Dance Music were premiered on the VOX 3 Collective concert
called “New Song” in January 2011. Orange Elevators appeared on
“American Nouveau” in October 2011. I Work was premiered on the
“5 O’Clock World” cabaret in April 2012. There Must be Names,
Dickinson Songs, and Chicago Songs were prepared for this recording.
We encourage you to visit the websites of our featured composers:
Amos Gillespie
Adam Gustafson
Eric Malmquist
Eric Reda
Myron Silberstein
Brian von Rueden
Alison Wahl

www.amosgillespie.com
www.adamgustafsonmusic.com
ericmalmquist.wordpress.com
4ringcircus.net/ericredablog/music
www.myronsilberstein.com
www.brianvonrueden.com
www.alisonwahl.com

The VOX 3 Collective website,
with more information about our organization & performers, is at:
WWW.VOX3.ORG
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ALBUM CREDITS

THERE MUST BE NAMES

—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Aaron DeLee | Music by Brian von Rueden
Laura Pinto, soprano | VOX 3 Collective
—–——————————————————————————————

Producer:
Recording Engineer:
Recording Studio:
Cover Photo:
Rear Photo:
Graphic Design/Layout:

Brian von Rueden
Rob Ruccia
Uptown Recording (www.uptownrecording.com)
Jenn Lassa
Sean Doumas
Brian von Rueden

Most VOX 3 concerts are rooted in repertoire for solo voice. However, the performers will
often join their collective voices for an ensemble piece that reflects the central theme of a
particular program. There Must Be Names, to a text by Chicago poet Aaron DeLee, expresses both the anonymity and the awe of life in an urban environment, from the Navy Pier
Ferris wheel to the traffic filling the city streets in the evening rush. The piece is written for 6part chorus (with divisi) and soprano solo.

There must be names for our 6pm
constellations of airplanes over
Lake Michigan en route to O’Hare
and Midway, those rows of dots beaming
Richard Daley and Ferris’s Wheel,
spinning above our heads. Sheridan
Road shines with cars like comets, headed
home and back to the office again
tomorrow. For now, high-rises pop
alive with windows lit, nebulae
of curtains drawn sporadically,
but reminding us of existence
beyond the reach of our fingertips;
names for those accountants, clerks, housewives
escape our tongues, living and loving
in the most unimaginable worlds.
2
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MORNING COMMUTE

MORNING COMMUTE

Words by James Morehead & Ashlee Hardgrave | Music by Adam Gustafson
Ashlee Hardgrave, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by James Morehead & Ashlee Hardgrave | Music by Adam Gustafson
Ashlee Hardgrave, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Morning Commute is a celebration of the eight elevated trains of the CTA, or Chicago
Transit Authority. Each piece is dedicated to a specific line and a specific style of poetry,
exploring odes, haiku, and cinquain. Halfway between cabaret and classical idioms, from the
Brown Line Limerick to the Pink Line Epigram, this witty, tongue- in-cheek cycle is full of
charm and color.

BLUE (Free verse)
Sitting on a train
Baking while waiting to leave the platform
Finishing the last leg of a journey
Back into the arms of this cold city.
For how long this time?

PURPLE (name poem)
People moving on the outside track
University of same tint
Rogers Park is the city to them
Perhaps predictable, perhaps not.
Linden to Loop
Evanston express to Belmont
GREEN (tanka)
West and south bound Green
Completely elevated
Train of Frank Lloyd Wright.
The gem of Columbia,
The exposition, of course.
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PINK (Epigram)
Blue's little sister needed a name
but CTA couldn’t think.
They tried other colors,
but “black” and “white” caused a stink.
Turquoise, teal or aquamarine
unfortunately don’t make the link.
“Breast cancer’s edgy! Let's just do that!”
and they called her, simply, PINK!
ORANGE (Cinquain)
Orange
Southwest bound
Looping towards the skies
Closer to being free
Midway
NEW SONG | Texts
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MORNING COMMUTE

I WORK

Words by James Morehead & Ashlee Hardgrave | Music by Adam Gustafson
Ashlee Hardgrave, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Anonymous | Music by Alison Wahl
Alison Wahl, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

RED
Crosstown
The city's artery loudly pulsing and
transporting the dreams of new arrivals, the
realities of stuck souls and a baseball fan or two
looking to revel in the never-ending fight
between north and south sides, between
black and white and red and blue...but mostly
black and white

I work in a corporate office park in suburban Connecticut.
I’ve worked for the very same company on the very same floor
Of the very same building for more than five years.
Companies are like large families,
Except they are run much more efficiently.
New members come in all the time
And poor performing members are promptly ejected without much fuss —
Unlike your deadbeat cousin.
But much like real families, you don’t have to be nice to anyone,
Because you are stuck together by power structures beyond your control.
There’s something comforting about the rhythm and routine of office life.
I know where I sit in proximity to whom;
People can be acknowledged, be a nod in the hallway and not much else.
To be an office is the ultimate triumph of man over nature;
There is nothing even remotely natural about the office:
The overhead lighting, the uniform wood and glass paneling,
The modular desks, the shades of grey and beige and off-white…
Except for occasional trips to the bathroom,
I need not be reminded of my ignoble origins as a biological life form,
Created through random genetic forces,
And destined to decay into biodegradable mush…
In the office, I am a slickly oiled cog in an organization,
Deftly manipulating and molding symbols and concepts,
Willing ideas into being with a few key-strokes.

BROWN (limerick)
There once was a train called Brown
that made all its riders frown.
Construction is done,
but the ride’s still no fun.
f*$k it, just move out of town.
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C I RC L E DA N C E M U S I C

C I RC L E DA N C E M U S I C

Words by Philip Dawkins | Music by Amos Gillespie
Rebecca Prescott, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Philip Dawkins | Music by Amos Gillespie
Rebecca Prescott, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

About Circle Dance Music, composer Amos Gillespie says, “I decided to build an idea that
utilizes all of the general arts, but begins and ends with music. So I asked poet Philip Dawkins to write three short poems to his favorite paintings that were based on the subject of
dance, I then set those poems to music for soprano, in the process trying to imagine the
sound that was being danced to in the paintings. So you are simultaneously hearing the
interpretation of the music that was being danced to in a scene that was then painted, which
was then interpreted into a poem, which was then set to the interpretation of the music that
was being danced to in the first place.”

SALOME (Surenyants)

THE DANCE (Matisse)
Like a fist
My love on you
Like something French
And Mandatory
But the French do not live by rules
Only Bread, Sauce, Beheadings.
I frolic you to me
One near-circle at a time
Like the curve of my spleen
Or the open armed welcome of a warm guillotine
Like knuckle tops
And underbreasts
Like Breath
I don’t need hands to hold you.
5
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And Dancing is never polite
It is a bloodsport played against the air
Men forget
Women care
And there was no music that night.
I moved to the pulse of my own scorned blood
No music
The air nude
The women will probably write
The silence that played as I danced your death
Backward from
Right to left.
And the men will tell how I fluttered, fanned,
Danced for the grace of your head on my hand.
But I dance
For no man.
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C I RC L E DA N C E M U S I C

LOVE’S PHILOSOPHY

Words by Philip Dawkins | Music by Amos Gillespie
Rebecca Prescott, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Percy Bysshe Shelley | Music by Myron Silberstein
Nicholas Pulikowski, tenor | Myron Silberstein, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

SEEING THE NEW YEAR IN (Cadmus)

Composer Myron Silberstein has accompanied Roger Quilter's setting of “Love's Philosophy”
numerous times. However, he notes that Quilter may have missed a darker, more coercive
quality in Shelley’s text. “Perhaps my reaction is colored by my devotion to David Lynch's Twin
Peaks as a teenager. The archvillain distributes pieces of a torn copy of the poem to young
women to determine whom he will kidnap and usher to the Black Lodge. Perhaps the writers of
Twin Peaks and I found something in the text that Quilter was not inclined to express. I was on
a train in Austria when the phrase ‘And the sunlight clasps the earth / And the moonbeams kiss
the sea’ occurred to me as an upward melodic surge, moving from major to minor, each ‘and’
piling imploration upon imploration. At home, I quickly set the text, basing the piece on that
upward movement of major seconds, which is littered obsessively throughout the piano part.”

Hey Mister
I gave you my name
Already
I gave it to you
All of last year.
What’s more
Could you want me
To give it to you?
Hey Mister
You’re sturdy
What are you, six two?
You’re the tallest thing going
Hey look at those two
Those bozos, those clowns
I thought those two
You brought those two?
Hey Mister
What happened to the music
There was music going
And that was a whole year ago.
Hey Mister
We ain’t like them two.
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The fountains mingle with the river,
And the rivers with the ocean;
The winds of heaven mix forever,
With a sweet emotion;
Nothing in the world is single;
All things by a law divine
In one another's being mingle;—
Why not I with thine?
See! the mountains kiss high heaven,
And the waves clasp one another;
No sister flower would be forgiven,
If it disdained its brother;
And the sunlight clasps the earth,
And the moonbeams kiss the sea;—
What are all these kissings worth,
If thou kiss not me?
NEW SONG | Texts
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THE LAKE
Words and Music by Randall E. Moore
Kimberly Gunderson, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————
The almost cantata-like structure of Randall E. Moore's new song cycle, The Lake, composed for
soprano Kimberly Gunderson, contrasts sharply with its lurid subject matter, reveling in sex,
violence, and blood as much as a summer vampire film. However, the real subject of the piece is
the power struggle between repressed femininity and dominant masculinity, throughout embodied in
the musical tension between tonal lyricism and more jagged, searing harmonies.

I. PROLOGUE
Long ago I saw a lake of blood
A beautiful pool of rich crimson
I knelt to take a drink, It consumed me It seduced me
I drowned but I did not die in the red sea
The blood began to boil; it seared my flesh
I reached, I pulled, I clawed!
From the lake I emerged, dripping,
Like some luscious fruit skin peeled
I had to find new skin
The world was different now
I looked and saw: I was woman

7
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II. THE HUNTER
I see you
I remain, hidden, in the blessed sanctuary of midnight
I see you
I wait for you, my target, in shadow
I see you as you approach me
Breath becomes heavy, heart is racing
Must be quick, must be silent
The rush of adrenaline, the surge of power!
Your muffled screams are music to my ears
Your body rejects my sharp advances no more
Your body trembles like the tumult of the sea
But then, still waters, and now, peace
Its ecstasy, you are beautiful
I weep
III. MANEATER
I see him, I want him, I shall call him to me
I touch him, he is shaking ever so slightly
I smell him, the sweet taste of his salt
I take him into me
I breathe with, the ebb and flow
His tongue fondles mine
Tongue touches teeth, the taste of blood
Moan turns to scream, he tries to escape
I have him now!
His skin is so soft, his wounds are so sweet
His agony is beautiful; his pain euphoric
I am no savage but a connoisseur of the finest wine
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THE LAKE

O R A N G E E L E VAT O R S

Words and Music by Randall E. Moore
Kimberly Gunderson, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Julie Ball | Music by Elizabeth Rudolph
Elizabeth Rudolph, soprano | Myron Silberstein, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

IV. CREDO
I shall tread life’s battlefield like a lone warrior
I have forsaken all who forsook!
I hate this world, I loath all within it
Look not to the skies for a dead deity
Look not to man, serve thyself
Abandon the ideals of love as figments of youthful fantasy
Peasants! Mortals! You are nothing!

Composer Elizabeth Rudolph says of her work, “I try to write music that directly speaks to
people, even if they are not familiar or comfortable with contemporary classical music. This
piece is one of a set of three that were written in 1998 partly to commemorate the death of my
grandmother. The texts were written by my aunt, Julie Ball, with strong themes of family, the
progression of life, and consolation during times of high emotion. The piano part is stable and
consistent, representing life moving forward as usual. The vocal line represents the person
struggling with grief, trying unsuccessfully to live normally, while the death of a loved one
throws everything a little bit off-kilter.”

V. EPILOGUE
I saw a lake of blood, and was forever changed
My mind is cool and cunning
My heart is a grave of stone
My soul is a dark kingdom where no man can reach!
I am sin, veiled in beautiful flesh
I bathe in the holy tears of infants
I revel in the blood of all humanity
Do not weep for me; I do not hear your cries
You can't run from me
You cannot run from yourself

8
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I kiss my mother goodbye.
I'll see you next Wednesday. I love you.
and I walk with my brother to the orange elevators
past a few empty weekend rooms, the info stations
the coffee room. he presses the down button
and just that fast the door opens
we step in and the door closes
the space is too small for words
and not until we pass the automatic exit doors
do we walk my arm around his waist
his arm around my shoulder
even outside the hospital, the space is too small for words
NEW SONG | Texts
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I C O N IC WALT ZES

I C O N IC WALT ZES

Words by Aaron DeLee | Music by Eric Reda
Brian von Rueden, baritone | Myron Silberstein, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Aaron DeLee | Music by Eric Reda
Brian von Rueden, baritone | Myron Silberstein, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Poet Aaron DeLee and composer Eric Reda wrote both text and music for a new song cycle,
Iconic Waltzes, specifically for baritone Brian von Rueden. Using the theme of female gay
icons as a departure, DeLee's words frequently speak in the first-person voices of Judy
Garland, Marilyn Monroe, Maria Callas, Dolly Parton...or NPR personality Terry Gross
through the full seven-song cycle. The theme of escape and idealization has frequently linked
the gay community with female celebrities; Iconic Waltzes captures the pithiness and pathos
of that relationship. Reda’s musical voice complements the empowering, sexually charged
words of DeLee.

IV. THE WEIGHT OF WOMEN (Mama Cass)

III. QUESTIONS ARE KEYS (Terry Gross)
Questions are keys, turning A into B;
when this woman asks on air, she deceives
with honest inquiry into tiny locks,
moving them with a silvered, soothing voice
and sounding the clink of metallic joints
made of art, made with points well played.
You have something to say behind the door
and past the frame of simple conversation
where the ring she carries, comes, pricks, expands
investigation of what you contain;
when this woman asks questions, she feigns
since she already knows which way you'll sway.
9
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Empty wrappers litter floors,
crinkled, crumpled - and saucy
laughter pours forth from mouths,
while Mama Cass pants for breath,
escapable as it is
as it has always been
an undulating between
chins one and two, that hiccup
like yeast, dough rising; roaring
cackles at the crooner’s crouch
over her pillowed stomach,
hands slapping knees, blood rushing
to the throat; this is the joke:
and it always involves cheese.
Cut, eat and watch her keel,
the weight of women concerns
others too often, failure
tastes good and leaves her slumped,
head bent to the chest, reaching
soft stomach for red-eyed rest.
NEW SONG | Texts
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I C O N IC WALT ZES

I C O N IC WALT ZES

Words by Aaron DeLee | Music by Eric Reda
Brian von Rueden, baritone | Myron Silberstein, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Aaron DeLee | Music by Eric Reda
Brian von Rueden, baritone | Myron Silberstein, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

V. (NO NEED TO TALK IT OUT) (Karen Carpenter)

VII. DOLLY (Dolly Parton)

Karen Carpenter killed herself, inch by inch
off the waist; a bone shone through her pants
in the shape of an alabaster bowl
ready to break on the floor; wrenching
herself up, the weight of gravity more
than the lung capacity in her breast,
she slipped and fell harder than the dust
in her voice; songs fractured in a starved throatI note the expansion of my own hips,
a ballad of fat that hangs when I squat,
the buttocks that clench into vibratos:
every day becomes the one where nothing fits.
I blame it on the clothes, sinew and stitch,
the temperature of water, humid air,
my mother’s genes and my father’s cooking.
All we wanted were Barbie doll bodies—
legs so unbelievably long and lips
painted persimmon, with accessories
to match our plastic-perfect, bendable
physiques, mouths that never needed
to open, to speak, not hunger nor answer
for food nor any human necessity;
our figures holding the pitch that extends
beyond this bar’s measure to the next.

10
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My little doll, five foot and one inch tall,
your hair is colored like a popcorn ball
while your nails are simply acrylic
to turn you into a woman idyllic—
Your face is lifted unnaturally,
wrinkle-free at the age of sixty three.
You've been hoisted up from that poor, dirt floor
and modeled yourself after the town whore—
for men and women to touch and to pluck
like a guitar string that has run amok;
to twang your brazen voice in country tunes
as your chest draws eyes like festive balloons.
Dolly, wally to behold, wigs of gold
hide silver strands of hair aged and old
as you stand atop stages worldwide
about your upbringing, you never lied.
And so, despite your beguiling guise,
you still remain a treasured, trophy prize:
And although your hair is not yours, I know,
you’ve let your roots grow out and truly show.
NEW SONG | Texts
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DICKINSON SONGS

DICKINSON SONGS

Words by Emily Dickinson | Music by Alison Wahl
Alison Wahl, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Emily Dickinson | Music by Alison Wahl
Alison Wahl, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Emily Dickinson has long been a favorite muse for American composers. Particularly Aaron
Copland’s Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson have held the recital stage for students and
professional singers alike. In contrast to Copland’s more masculine aesthetic, with spare,
bold, dramatic statements, Alison Wahl’s settings live in the ambiguities of her chosen poems. Ranging from the minimalist accompaniment of the first song to the extended piano
techniques of “Our Share of Night to Bear” to the jaunty rhythm and coloratura flights of
“Some Things that Fly,” these are very astute, interesting, and enjoyable songs for a twentyfirst century audience.

OUR SHARE OF NIGHT TO BEAR

HOW HAPPY IS THE LITTLE STONE
How happy is the little Stone
That rambles in the Road alone,
And doesn't care about Careers
And Exigencies never fears—
Whose Coat of elemental Brown
A passing Universe put on,
And independent as the Sun
Associates or glows alone,
Fulfilling absolute Decree
In casual simplicity—

11
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Our share of night to bear—
Our share of morning—
Our blank in bliss to fill
Our blank in scorning—
Here a star, and there a star,
Some lose their way!
Here a mist, and there a mist,
Afterwards—Day!
SOME THINGS THAT FLY THERE BE
Some things that fly there be—
Birds—Hours—the Bumblebee—
Of these no Elegy.
Some things that stay there be—
Grief—Hills—Eternity—;
Nor this behooveth me.
There are that resting, rise.
Can I expound the skies?
How still the Riddle lies!
NEW SONG | Texts
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CHICAGO SONGS

CHICAGO SONGS

Words by Carl Sandburg | Music by Eric Malmquist
Sean Stanton, baritone | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by Carl Sandburg | Music by Eric Malmquist
Sean Stanton, baritone | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Carl Sandburg’s collection of Chicago Poems includes over 140 pieces of verse describing
the “humming and thrumming” of this Midwestern city’s bustling urban landscape. Pulsing
with life, these poems were ripe for musical setting. Composer Eric Malmquist has adopted
these works in an ongoing project. He notes that, though the text was originally published in
1914, the poems still resonate with young 21st century urbanites — even today, the city has
its haves and have-nots; there is still a dark undercurrent to Chicago which contrasts with its
sunlit skyscrapers; the immigrant community is ever-present — just replace the Hungarians
depicted in "Happiness" with Mexican families grilling on the lakefront. Malmquist’s first
four Chicago Songs, written 2008-2009, are presented in this recording. His style ranges
from the aching simplicity of “Anna Imroth” to the frenetic energy of “Clark Street Bridge.”

A FENCE
Now the stone house on the lake front is finished
and the workmen are beginning the fence.
The palings are made of iron bars with steel points
that can stab the life out of any man who falls on them.
As a fence, it is a masterpiece, and will shut off the rabble and all vagabonds
and hungry men and all wandering children looking for a place to play.
Passing through the bars and over the steel points will go nothing
except Death and the Rain and To-morrow.

ANNA IMROTH

HAPPINESS

Cross the hands over the breast here—so.
Straighten the legs a little more—so.
And call for the wagon to come and take her home.
Her mother will cry some and so will her sisters and brothers.
But all of the others got down and they are safe and this is the only one of the
factory girls who wasn’t lucky in making the jump when the fire broke.
It is the hand of God and the lack of fire escapes.

I asked the professors who teach the meaning of life to tell
me what is happiness.
And I went to famous executives who boss the work of
thousands of men.
They all shook their heads and gave me a smile as though
I was trying to fool with them
And then one Sunday afternoon I wandered out along
the Desplaines river
And I saw a crowd of Hungarians under the trees with
their women and children and a keg of beer and an accordion.

12
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CHICAGO SONGS

S O N N E T S T U DY

Words by Carl Sandburg | Music by Eric Malmquist
Sean Stanton, baritone | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

Words by William Shakespeare | Music by Matthew Lawton
Ashlee Hardgrave, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

CLARK STREET BRIDGE

Sonnet Study is a lyric examination of interpersonal relationships, with inspiration drawn from
two sonnets by William Shakespeare, in a new song cycle by Matthew Lawton written for soprano Ashlee Hardgrave and pianist James Morehead. Full of beautiful pianistic textures and
soaring lines, these lovely songs illuminate Shakespeare’s texts.

Dust of the feet
And dust of the wheels,
Wagons and people going,
All day feet and wheels.
Now. . .
. . Only stars and mist
A lonely policeman,
Two cabaret dancers,
Stars and mist again,
No more feet or wheels,
No more dust and wagons.
Voices of dollars
And drops of blood
.....
Voices of broken hearts,
. . Voices singing, singing,
. . Silver voices, singing,
Softer than the stars,
Softer than the mist.

13
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SONNET 30
When to the sessions of sweet silent thought
I summon up remembrance of things past,
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought,
And with old woes new wail my dear time's waste:
Then can I drown an eye, unused to flow,
For precious friends hid in death's dateless night,
And weep afresh love's long since cancell'd woe,
And moan the expense of many a vanish'd sight:
Then can I grieve at grievances foregone,
And heavily from woe to woe tell o'er
The sad account of fore-bemoaned moan,
Which I new pay as if not paid before.
But if the while I think on thee, dear friend,
All losses are restored and sorrows end.
NEW SONG | Texts
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S O N N E T S T U DY

SPECIAL THANKS

Words by William Shakespeare | Music by Matthew Lawton
Ashlee Hardgrave, soprano | James Morehead, piano
—–——————————————————————————————

—–——————————————————————————————

SONNET 40
Take all my loves, my love, yea, take them all;
What hast thou then more than thou hadst before?
No love, my love, that thou mayst true love call;
All mine was thine before thou hadst this more.
Then if for my love thou my love receivest,
I cannot blame thee for my love thou usest;
But yet be blamed, if thou thyself deceivest
By wilful taste of what thyself refusest.
I do forgive thy robbery, gentle thief,
Although thou steal thee all my poverty;
And yet, love knows, it is a greater grief
To bear love's wrong than hate's known injury.
Lascivious grace, in whom all ill well shows,
Kill me with spites; yet we must not be foes.

14
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New Song and its partner album, Spirit Within, were created with the aid of a Kickstarter
fundraising campaign. Neither album would have been produced without the support of our
generous donors. The names listed below donated $100 or more toward the preservation of
the new works contained on this recording.
Many, many thanks from all of us at VOX 3 Collective!

Steven Betancourt
Aaron DeLee & Greg Pritchett
Randy & Kathy Gunderson
Paul E. Johnson
Gregg & Micki Marolf
Benjeman Nichols & Brian von Rueden
Panchita Paulete
The Pitts Family – Pusch Ridge Stables
Augusta Prescott
Laraine & David Spector
James & Bonnie Von Rueden
Hillary Woodward
Ben Yuhas
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